
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Natter of:
AN INVESTIGATION AND REVIEW OF )
LOUISVILLE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S )
CAPACITY EXPANSION STUDY AND THE NEED )
FOR TRIMBLE COUNTY UNIT NO 1 )

ORDER
IT IS ORDERED that Louisville Gas and Electric Company

( LGaE") shall file an original and 12 copies of the fallowing

information with the Commission by February 22, 1985, with a copy

to all parties of record. Each copy of the data requested should

be placed in a bound volume with each item tabbed . When a number

of sheets are required for an item, each sheet should be appro-

priately indexed; for example, Item l(a), Sheet 2 of 6. Include

with each response the name of the witness who will be responsi-

ble for responding to questions relating to the information

provided. Careful attention should be given to copied material

to insure that it is legible. Where information requested herein

has been provided, reference may be made to the specific location
of said information in responding to this information request.

1. On page 12 of Volume II of the report by Stone

and Webster ("saW") there is some discussion of
reliability criterion. It states that "a rela-
tionship between percent installed reserves and

LOLP was developed."



A. Provide a more detailed narrative discussion

of how this relationship was developed.

B. Provide additional workpapexs to support the

result that a "20% reserve corresponds to a

LOLP of 2.7% or 235 hours per year."
C. Is SaW recommending a LOLP of 2.7 percent as

a desirable reliability criterion'
2. On page 13 of Volume II of the SaW study it is

stated that the capacity and operating character-

istics for combustion turbines were based on the

General Electric H-Frame unit.
A. Explain hov this unit was chosen.

B. If other units were considered, provide their

capacity and operating characteristics.
3. On page 14 of Volume II of the S6W study a )oint

ownership purchase of 200 MW from Big Rivers

Electric Corporation' Wilson Unit 1 is dis-

cussed.

A. Why was the purchase assumed to start in

January 1985 instead of later when LG6E vill
more likely need capacity2

R. Were any other faint ownership purchases

considered? If so, please provide the asso-
ciated details of such a purchase and an

explanation of vhy the Big Rivers option was

chosen.



C. This alternative assumed additional transmis-

sion costs of $ 40 million. Provide support

for this estimate.
4. On page 14 of Volume II of the SaW study a unit

power purchase of 15D NW for 7 years from East

Kentucky Power is discussed.

A. Were any other unit power purchases consid-

ered? If so, please provide the associated

details of such a purchase and an explanation

of why the purchase from EKP was chosen over

the other alternatives.
B. How was the $ 8 per kw-month value determined?

C. Why does the purchase end in 1994?

D. This alternative assumed additional transmis-

sion costs of $ 35 million. Provide support

for this estimate.

5. On page 14 of Volume II of the S&W study a

limited-term power purchase at a cost of $11.50

per kw-month is discussed. The capacity and

energy costs for this purchase were based on

information provided by Big Rivers. Were power

purchases based on the capacity and energy costs

for any other utility system considered for in-

clusion in this report? If so, provide the asso-

ciated details and an explanation of why the

costs provided by Big Rivers were chosen over any

other alternative.



6. On page 15 of Volume II of the S&W study it
states that the "actual available amount of co-
generation will depend on the avoided capacity
and energy cost."
A. However some cogenerators may choose to con-

sume all of the power they generate instead

of purchasing power from LG&E. In this case,
the amount of cogeneration depends on the

level of retail rates to the customer which

are greater than the avoided costs. How was

this possibility incorporated i,nto the S&W

study?

B. The discussion indicates that a number of

large industrial customers were interviewed

concerning cogeneration. Which customers

specifically were interviewed and by whom

(LG&E or 8&W) were they interviewed?

7. On page 21 of Volume Il of the S&W study it
states that future combustion turbines were

assumed to be oil-fired, burning 42 oil, due to
the uncertain long-term supply of natural gas.
A. What is LG&E's view of the long-term supply

of natural gas? What fs S&W's view?

B. Assuming natural gas would be available for
use in future combustion turbines, provide an

estimate of the cost per NNBtu and an esti-
mate of the escalation in price.



C. Provide support for the 1983 average of 86.37

per NNBtu for f2 oil used in the S6W report.
8. On page 24 af Volume II of the S5W study it

states that "incremental heat rates were de-

veloped to simulate the economic dispatch."

A. Provide a detailed explanation of how the

incremental heat rates were developed.

B. Provide any warkpapers available to support

the development of the incremental heat

rates.
9. On page 25 of Valume II of the SSW study equiva-

lent forced outage rates are provided.

A. Provide the workpapers to support the calcu-

lation of these rates. Indicate all in-

stances where SaW exercised its )udgment in

determining these values.
10'n determining the cost of money, a 12.5 percent

rate of interest for long-term debt is assumed.

A. Provide support for this interest rate.
ll. On page 33 af Valume II of the S&W study, it

states that "peaking turbines should be planned

for about 5 to 10% capacity factors." Provide

support far this statement.

12. On page 55 of Volume II of the Sf W study the

strategic expansion plan recommends LG$ E attempt

to sell up to 25 percent from Trimble County



Unit l on a joint ownership basis and aggres-

sively market additional capacity sales.
A. Has LG6 E or SaW performed any analysis to

determine what the potential market for ca-

pacity sales might be'P If so, provide such

analysis.

B. In the opinion of LGaE's management, what is
the likelihood of selling up to 25 percent

from Trimble County on a joint ownership

bus i s?

1985.

Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 12th day of February,

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION~~.~A-.—=-~
For the Comm i as ion ~

hTTEST:

secretary


